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ABSTRACT 

 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security has deemed anti-terrorism evacuation 

planning and simulation critically important for sport stadium security. In this study, a flow 

based geographic information system (GIS) vector evacuation model was built in ArcMap. The 

model was developed to compute a total evacuation time estimate (ETE) for The University of 

Alabama’s football stadium in the event of a human-made hazard, among other purposes. 

Though a GIS based stadium evacuation model has already been published, this study sought to 

improve the limitations of that model, as well as to provide emergency management planners 

(EMPs) with additional tools to help them prepare for a variety of human-made hazards. The 

model was successful in those aims. The model yielded an ETE of 23.54 minutes and gave 

planners the use of the functions in ArcMap’s Network Analyst extension, including seat-by-seat 

evacuation routes, service areas, and closest exit locations.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

 

 Since the 1972 Munich Olympic Massacre, sport venues around the world have been 

subjected to terrorist attacks (Baker et al. 2007; Keating 2011; Zale and Kar 2012). According to 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, terrorism is “the unlawful use of force or violence against 

persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population or any segment 

thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives” (Hall et al. 2008). American sporting 

events are particularly vulnerable to acts of terrorism because they are a “popular, capitalist, and 

internationally visible part of American culture” (Zale and Kar 2012). Since terrorists seek to 

inflict mass casualties and humiliation on the U.S. Homeland, large scale venues, such as 

football stadiums, serve as excellent targets for an attack due to their size, density of spectators, 

and high national and international visibility (Gips 2003; IAAM 2003; Zale and Kar 2012).  

A football stadium, in particular, would be the ideal terrorist target in America, as it has 

all of the “benefits” of other sport stadiums (size, population density, press exposure), but also 

represents the most popular American sport (Gips 2003; IAAM 2003; Zale and Kar 2012). 

American football stadiums are the largest and most popular sport venues in the U.S. (with the 

exception of NASCAR venues) (McAdam 2004). Almost every major U.S. city has a 

professional or major college football stadium, with many smaller cities having at least one 

major college stadium. All 32 NFL stadiums have a seating capacity greater than 52,000, with 
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the median capacity at 72,000, and the largest at 105,000 (Comparisons 2015). All 128 NCAA 

Division I football stadiums have a seating capacity greater than 15,000, with the median 

capacity at 51,000, and largest at 109,901. (CSFC 2015) 

Though terrorist attacks have yet to occur at a major football stadium, two serious attacks 

on other sporting events have already happened in the U.S.: the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Park 

bombing, and most recently, the 2013 Boston Marathon Bombing. Furthermore, the terrorist 

group Al-Qaeda has frequently conspired to attack U.S. sporting events. According to Peter 

Keating at ESPN The Magazine: 

“Najibullah Zazi, the Afghan immigrant with al-Qaida ties who pleaded guilty in 2011 to 

conspiring to blow up the New York City subway system, had research about arenas on his 

computer when he was arrested. At the time of his death, Osama bin Laden was reportedly 

talking about assembling a squad to fly a jet into a U.S. sporting event.” (Keating 2011) 

 

 

The Olympic Park and Boston Bombings killed people or caused significant property 

damage. They also caused severe emotional, economic, and psychological damage on the areas 

surrounding the attacks. A future terrorist action at a football game could exact long-term social, 

psychological, and economic impacts (Sauter and Carafano 2005; Biringer et al. 2007; Hall et al. 

2007; Hall et al. 2008a). Despite these risks, however, college football stadiums in particular are 

largely ill-prepared to deal with such a calamity: 

“Most sports programs don't have plans for any emergencies at all. Among FBS schools, 

65 percent of them have concluded they still need assistance assessing their vulnerabilities to 

security threats, according to a 2010 study by NCS4. Also, 46 percent need help with game-

planning disaster scenarios, while 41 percent want aid in putting an emergency-response plan in 

place.” (Keating 2011) 

 

 

 In response to these aforementioned attacks, potential threats, and the overall lack of 

preparedness, the National Preparedness Guidelines were prepared by U.S. Department of 
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Homeland Security (DHS), which expound upon the country’s goals, capabilities, and response 

structure to terrorism incidents, so that the total social and economic impact of such incidents can 

be reduced (National 2007). The U.S. Congress has also stated that major sporting events require 

special protection from man-made hazards, such as terrorism (Moteff and Parfomak 2004). In 

addition, both public and private institutions have recognized the need for stadium security 

against terrorism. The International Association of (facility) Assembly Managers (IAAM) 

creates best practice guides for ensuring emergency preparedness and security in different types 

of venues, but most notably, football stadiums (International Association of Assembly Managers 

2003). In addition, the National Center for Spectator Sport Safety and Security (NCS4) at The 

University of Southern Mississippi has identified best security practices for college football 

stadiums that include the “identification of campus triage locations, promotion of venue-specific 

disaster response training with all involved entities, and development of evacuation plans to aid 

the movement of large crowds” (Zale and Kar 2012). 

 Of the “best practices” identified by federal, state, and private organizations, venue-

specific evacuation planning and modeling is frequently considered the most important 

preparation tool for emergency management planners (EMPs) (Gips 2003; Pantera et al. 2003; 

Hall 2006; Phillips et al. 2006; Baker et al. 2007; Hall et al. 2008a; Hall et al. 2008b). Naturally, 

staging a full scale evacuation of a 50,000-110,000 person capacity stadium is excessively time 

consuming and cost prohibitive (Zale and Kar 2012). The most viable alternative is computer-

simulated evacuation modeling (Johnson 2006; Baker et al. 2007). This is particularly true of 

American football stadiums, as most stadiums have similar general layouts: rows where 

spectators sit in assigned seats, aisles by which they walk to and from those rows, interior 

corridors by which they travel throughout the stadium, and lastly, exits through various points in 
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the stadium. NFL and college football stadiums are almost always fully circular, surrounding the 

playing field. Most seating sections are also multi-level, with lower, middle, and upper section 

stadium seating. This relative uniformity in stadium layout will allow for easier and more robust 

evacuation modeling.  

 

Illustration 1.1. AT&T Stadium, Arlington, TX. Note the typical football stadium layout: a fully-

enclosed playing area, complete with multi-level rows, aisles, and interior corridors (Cordeiro 

2010). 

 

Research Objectives 

 Given the realistic threat of future terrorist incidents aimed at American sports stadiums, 

as well as the viability of computer-simulated evacuation modeling, the purpose of this study 

was to create an evacuation model for Bryant-Denny Stadium at the University of Alabama. The 

objectives of this study were to give EMPs the ability to: (1) Compute the total evacuation time 

of the stadium starting when the evacuation order is issued and ending when the last evacuee 
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exits the stadium; (2) Identify the quickest evacuation route of every evacuee from their seat to 

the nearest stadium exit; (3) Compute the evacuation time of any evacuee from any seat within 

the stadium; (4) Compute the distance that any evacuee could travel in any direction within a 

given time frame. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Overview 

 

 The first evacuation models were created after the Three-Mile Island disaster in 1979 and 

the Chernobyl disaster in 1986 (Zale and Kar 2012). Estimates for road clearance time and the 

establishment of an emergency planning zone (EPZ) around the nuclear power plant from which 

all residents would evacuate were the first priorities of early evacuation planning (Urbanik et al. 

1980; Sheffi et al. 1982; Cova and Church 1997). Following those events, evacuation modeling 

focused on natural hazards, such as hurricanes (Hobeika and Jamei 1985; Tufecki and Kisko 

1991; Pal et al. 2003; Chen 2008) and wildfire events (Cova and Johnson 2002; Church and 

Sexton 2002; Cova at al. 2005). There was little demand from EMPs for models of man-made 

hazards, especially involving pedestrians. There were technological limitations to modeling 

individual movements of evacuees, as the computing processing power was not sufficient to 

incorporate the necessary variables to predict how people might move following a man-made 

hazard (Chen 2008; Zale and Kar 2012).  

However, two events significantly promoted research into pedestrian evacuation 

modeling: the ever-increasing processing power of modern computers, and the 9/11 terrorist 

attacks (Chen 2008; Zale and Kar 2012). Following 9/11, the DHS pushed for more research into 

evacuation modeling of “fixed” targets such as buildings, convention centers, and sport stadiums. 

Given that man-made hazard evacuation modeling is basically only 14 years old, few 

publications exist in this field, with only one publication attempting to model a full-scale 
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evacuation of a major college football stadium (Zale and Kar 2012). Given this dearth of viable 

models, the focus of this study is to provide EMPs with a feasible, easy-to-use, and customizable 

model by which they can prepare for a variety of man-made hazards. 

The Justification for GIS in Evacuation Modeling 

 Due to the spatial nature of emergency management data, GIS is useful for collecting, 

arranging, and analyzing all sets of data for “effective and efficient” execution of management 

planning (Zale and Kar 2012). GIS also centralizes data and its associated analysis, making 

dissemination to all necessary parties (e.g., city planners, public works, hospitals, law 

enforcement) easier (Johnson 1999). GIS is also more commonly available to EMPs than other 

methods of evacuation planning and modeling, such as proprietary software programs, which 

will be explored later in this report. In addition, GIS has proven useful at modeling movement 

over space for pedestrians. Mathematical functions, such as Tobler's hiking function, can be 

manipulated in GIS software to predict walking speed of a pedestrian on uneven terrain, 

especially when Digital Elevation Models (DEM) are included as layers (Magyari-Sáska et al. 

2012; White 2012).  As an exponential function, Tobler's hiking function determines a 

pedestrian’s hiking velocity (or speed), taking into account the slope angle (Magyari-Sáska et al. 

2012).  

GIS has distinct advantages over non-spatial analysis, such as computing the evacuation 

times of every seat in a stadium in a Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet using a mathematical formula: 

first, GIS-based models can be displayed visually, allowing for the easy creation of helpful maps 

and images of evacuation routes. Second, GIS-based models can be incorporated into other 

emergency planning data sets, such as locations of triage centers, hospitals, other evacuation 
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models, etc. Lastly, it would be nearly impossible to calculate all possible evacuation routes and 

times using non-spatial methods (such as a spreadsheet), especially when accounting for possible 

permutations of a given model; a single GIS model is far more adept at this task. 

 Emergency management is divided into four phases: (1) mitigation, (2) preparedness, (3) 

response, and (4) recovery (Cova 1999; Sensenig 1999; Hall et al. 2008a; Zale and Kar 2012). 

Evacuation modeling falls under “preparedness”. Preparedness is the process by which plans are 

implemented before a disaster occurs at a particular facility (e.g. stadium). GIS can be utilized in 

this phase to inform EMPs about the geographic layout of the potential area of impact, highlight 

potential evacuation routes, and create charts and maps, which can be used to inform the public 

at large about emergency preparation. Emergency related resources, such as hospitals, fire 

hydrants, triage areas, and other assets, can be located and mapped by GIS. (Cova 1999; Johnson 

1999; Cutter 2003; De Silva and Eglese 2000; Chen 2008; Zale and Kar 2012). 

Pedestrian Movement Model Types 

 Though evacuation models can attempt to predict both vehicular and pedestrian 

movement, the focus of this study is strictly on modeling spectator movement from their seat to 

the exit of the stadium; therefore, only a review of pedestrian evacuation models is warranted. 

The goal of these models is to compute the evacuation time estimate (ETE), or the time required 

for occupants of an EPZ (in this case, a stadium) to exit the zone (Urbanik 2000). Pedestrian 

evacuation models are best categorized as “flow based, cellular automata, or agent based 

models” (Chen 2008;Zale and Kar 2012).  

Flow based models view pedestrians as a “continuous stream”, flowing from one part of 

the stadium to another until the stream empties out into an exit (Chen 2008; Zale and Kar 2012). 
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Cellular automata models view evacuees as individuals that move from one section to another 

until the evacuee reaches an exit; these movements take place in a specified time range (i.e. 

every 3 seconds) (Dijkstra et al. 2001; Burstedde et al. 2001; Santos and Aguirre 2004; Banerjee 

et al. 2009; Zale and Kar 2012). Agent based models view people as individuals with unique 

physical and social characteristics, which influence interaction with other individuals and overall 

evacuation timing (Cova & Johnson 2003; Chen 2008; Zale and Kar 2012). 

Flow based models can easily be integrated with (or wholly designed in) ESRI’s ArcGIS, 

a widely used GIS program utilized by EMPs nationwide (Cova and Johnson 2003; Zale and Kar 

2012); they also work well with when modeling large numbers of evacuees moving out of an 

open structure, such as a football stadium (Fahy 1994; Thompson and Marchant 1995a; 

Thompson and Marchant 1995b; Fang et al. 2003; Santos and Aguirre 2004; Zale and Kar 2012). 

Because flow based models are less computationally complex than agent based models, they are 

more easily customized to a particular venue (Zale and Kar 2012). 

Due to their exactness and complexity, cellular automata and agent based models are 

better suited for modeling a smaller number of evacuees leaving structures such as hotels and 

smaller venues (Fang et al. 2003; Santos and Aguirre 2004; Banerjee et al. 2009). Agent based 

models are also particularly adept at identifying “chokepoints” in a stadium, where crowd 

capacity exceeds the carrying capacity of the corridors, and evacuee speeds grinds to a halt (Fang 

et al. 2003). Furthermore, agent based models at least attempt to control for sociological and 

psychological factors such as panic, refusal to evacuate, confusion, as well as the effects of 

cross-flows from emergency personal that attempt to enter the incident area (Fang et al. 2003).    
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 There are limitations with the use of agent based models with regards to full-capacity, 

large stadiums. When crowd density and the number of evacuees approach that of a stadium 

evacuation, agent based models become difficult to implement due to their computational 

complexity (Zale and Kar 2012). Additionally, as crowds begin to act more as a single flow 

(such as during an evacuation), the difference in individual variation from a single “flow” 

diminishes. (Cova and Johnson 2003; Fang et al. 2003; Zale and Kar 2012). 

However, the most significant drawback to agent based modeling is that these models are 

usually manipulated in proprietary software packages, which are both expensive and require 

trained experts to operate (Chen 2008; Yand 2012; Zale and Kar 2012). For example, SimWalk, 

an industry leading agent based modeling software package, starts at approximately $6,000 per 3 

month, single use license, with no add-ons included (Simwalk 2014). Since these models are 

proprietary, their production companies do not often disclose information about the underlying 

algorithms and assumptions that form these models, leading to potential quality control issues. 

Few EMPs are trained on these software packages, so for the few venues that have agent based 

models performed on their stadiums (Dallas Cowboys, New York Giants, among a few other 

NFL teams), the models were contracted to be built by third-party companies, adding tens of 

thousands of dollars to the overall cost of the model (add source). These high costs make these 

agent based models unaffordable to most major American sporting venues. This is especially true 

for collegiate sports venues, which have fewer financial resources for security than professional 

stadiums (Keating 2011; Zale and Kar 2012). Therefore, for the purpose of modeling the 

simultaneous evacuation of 101,891 spectators at Bryant-Denny Stadium, a flow based 

pedestrian evacuation model is the best solution (Zale and Kar 2012).  
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The Zale-Kar Evacuation Model 

 The significance of the Zale-Kar Evacuation Model for large venue pedestrian (and 

vehicular) evacuation modeling cannot be understated. Published in 2012 by Joslyn Zale and Dr. 

Bandana Kar of the National Center for Spectator Sport Safety and Security (NCS4) at The 

University of Southern Mississippi, the ZKEM was the first (and thus far, only) published GIS 

and flow based evacuation model of a football stadium. Zale and Kar posited that creating an 

evacuation model for a major college football stadium was feasible using a flow based model 

built in ArcMap. The ZKEM showed promise as an important tool for EMPs who have access to 

ArcMap, but not more sophisticated modeling software. The ZKEM also has the benefit of being 

simple and easy to manipulate, which serves future researchers and planners well.  

 The ZKEM seeks to compute the ETE in two stages: first, the time necessary to evacuate 

all spectators from inside the stadium; and second, the time needed for all uninjured persons to 

leave the EPZ in their personal vehicles and all injured persons to evacuate from mobile triage 

centers to local hospitals. The times from both stages were added together to form the ETE for 

the entire evacuation process. Since this study focuses only on intra-stadium evacuation times, 

the second stage of the ZKEM will not be discussed, and all references to the ZKEM will refer 

only to the first stage.  

 The ZKEM contains a raster image of the seating areas of the stadium, called the 

“population layer”. This population layer was derived from a 1-meter spatial resolution satellite 

image of the University of Southern Mississippi’s football stadium. The ZKEM  assumed that 

the stadium was at maximum attendance capacity when the order to evacuate was given, and the 

population layer was drawn accordingly. Travel times were calculated from each aisle to the exit. 
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The crowd capacity of the corridors was taken from a 3-D model of the stadium, which showed 

that 25 people/second could exit each corridor. A speed of 1.5 meters/second was used for all 

evacuees throughout the simulation. No exit ramps or pathways were assumed to be blocked by 

the attack. The evacuation was also a simultaneous simulation, with all evacuees leaving the 

stadium as soon as the order was given. 

 The model can be loosely described as a “grouping model”. Evacuees were evenly 

distributed among the 16 exit corridors by dividing the population by the number of exit 

corridors in Equation 9 (Zale and Kar 2012): 

(9) pop_corr = EW_pop / num_corr 

where EW_pop = the number of evacuees in the east and west stands, pop_corr = number of 

evacuees per exit corridor and num_corr = the number of exit corridors. (Zale and Kar 2012) 

The number of evacuees per corridor was divided into groups of 25 people, based on the 

3-D capacity model, using Equation 10: 

(10) evac_group = pop_corr / max_cap 

where evac_group = the number of 25 groups of evacuees per exit corridor and max_cap = the 

maximum capacity of the corridor exits (Zale and Kar 2012). 

The travel time of the maximum and average stadium corridor length was calculated by 

dividing the maximum corridor length by 1.5 meters per second, yielding the following 

equations  

(11) max_corr_time = max_corr_length / walk_speed 
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where max_corr_time = travel time to walk the length of the longest main exit corridor in the 

stadium, max_corr_length = longest stadium exit corridor length, walk_speed = 1.5 meters per 

second, and 

(12) avg_corr_time = avg_corr_length / walk_speed 

where avg_corr_time = travel time of the average length of the 16 exit corridors in the stadium, 

avg_corr_length = average stadium exit corridor length, and walk_speed = 1.5 meters per second 

(Zale and Kar 2012).  

Lastly, the maximum time for the evacuees to exit the stadium was calculated by 

multiplying the number of groups of 25 evacuees by the travel time for the maximum corridor 

length, as shown in Equation 13: 

(13) max_stad_evac_time = evac_group * corr_time 

where max_stad_evac_time = the time required for all evacuees to exit the stadium based on 

maximum corridor length (Zale and Kar 2012). 

The same equation was also performed again, but using the average corridor length. The 

final result was a total maximum evacuation time of 50.8 minutes and an average evacuation 

time of 41.9 minutes (Zale and Kar 2012). 

Methodological Criticism of the ZKEM 

 As for the methodology of the ZKEM, which is, by the authors’ own words, a “prototype 

model”, the model suffers from at least six significant methodological errors that reduce its 

viability as a stadium evacuation model:  
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1) The ZKEM assumes a walking pace for all evacuees at 1.5 m/s. This speed is widely 

considered an “unobstructed walking speed” on a flat, empty surface (Fang 2003; Daamen and 

Hoogendoorn 2003; Zale and Kar 2012). In a crowded, chaotic, and potentially damaged 

stadium, this is not a realistic speed for most evacuees (Zale and Kar 2012). Even following the 

normal exit of fans after a football game, it is likely that several parts of a spectator’s path will 

have slower speeds than 1.5 m/s. As a result, speeds of pedestrians will change throughout their 

travel from their seats to the exit, a fact which is not reflected in the ZKEM. 

2) The ZKEM does not take into account the travel time from an individual’s seat to the 

corridor entrance. Travel time only starts once the evacuee has reached the aisle to the exit. This 

calculation ignores one of the longest parts of an evacuee’s travel time, and therefore, 

significantly impacts the ETE of the model.  

3) The ZKEM’s use of the 3-D model’s “exit capacity” of the exit gates may not 

accurately reflect exit capacity during an evacuation scenario. Depending on how the 3-D model 

computed the exit capacity of those gates (a process that was not explained by Zale and Kar), the 

flow of evacuees may never reach the “peak” of 25 people per second, which could significantly 

change the ETE. This could occur due to an even flow of evacuees amongst all the exits, or 

bottlenecking at each exits, leading to reduced flow. Either way, further justification of this exit 

capacity would be needed to use it in the ZKEM.  

4) No justification was given for evenly distributing evacuees among the 16 exit 

corridors. Even operating under the assumption that all 16 exit corridors had the same carrying 

and exit capacity, the same cannot necessarily be said for other stadiums. This reduces the 

model’s viability for use in other stadiums. 
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5) The ZKEM only computes the stadium’s ETE, with no other functions for EMPs. The 

ETE is no doubt useful, but the Arc platform can provide a wide variety of additional functions 

that can be of significant use for evacuation EMPs. The ZKEM could potentially use the 

Network Analyst’s additional functions, but it would be easier to use those additional functions 

in a vector-based model. 

6) The ZKEM was implemented on the M.M. Roberts Stadium at USM, a 33,000 seat 

stadium. By Zale and Kar’s own admission, “the M.M. Roberts Stadium in particular may not be 

a terrorist target in comparison to larger, more well-known locations.” Bryant-Denny is more 

than 300% larger in terms of crowd capacity, making a much more likely terrorist target. Also, 

given the sheer difference in physical size of the stadium, the techniques used in the ZKEM, such 

as assuming uniform carrying capacities of corridors and speeds of evacuees, become even more 

suspect. 
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Figure 2.1. Stadium Population Layer (Zale and Kar 2012) 
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The Need for a New Flow and GIS Based Model 

 With all of the practical problems associated with the use of agent based models for 

stadium evacuations, along with the benefits of incorporating GIS into evacuation planning, there 

is unmet need for a more robust flow and GIS based stadium evacuation model. The ZKEM has 

shown that these models can be practical, even if the ZKEM itself suffered from significant 

methodological errors. But what the ZKEM lacks in realistic parameters, accurate variable 

values, and additional evacuation modeling functions, this study will attempt to remedy and 

improve.  
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Study Site 

 Bryant-Denny Stadium at The University of Alabama is a 101,821 seat capacity college 

football stadium in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. It is the 10
th

 largest capacity stadium in the world. The 

stadium hosts six to seven home games per year. Bryant-Denny Stadium is unquestionably one 

of the most famous and recognized stadiums in America due to its place in college football lore. 

The stadium sells out almost every home game. Alabama home games almost always garner 

significant national exposure and are usually shown on major television networks. The economic 

windfall for the city of Tuscaloosa, The University of Alabama, local vendors, merchandisers, 

advertisers, and others is measured in the tens of millions of dollars every game. Therefore, 

given the size, popularity, and economic success of Bryant-Denny Stadium, this venue serves as 

an excellent example of a potential terrorist target. 
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1Figure 3.1 Orthophoto of Bryant-Denny Stadium. (ESRI 2015) 
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Figure 3.2 Seating Chart of Bryant-Denny Stadium. Note the spiral ramps (Bryant Denny 

Stadium Seating Chart 2015). 
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Basic Model Layout 

As mentioned previously, this model was built in ArcMap using vector data. The 

software version is ArcMap 10.2. All data layers were assigned the North American Datum 

1983, Universal Transverse Mercator, Alabama West State Plane. The first layer used was a 0.07 

meter spatial resolution raster Orthophoto of Bryant-Denny Stadium. The image was provided by 

Magnolia River Geospatial. The image was captured on 1/22/2014 and had a georeference 

accuracy of 0.43 meters. The layer will be referred to as the “stadium layer”. 

The next layer was a series of vector lines drawn over the stadium layer. These lines 

formed a network of lines, drawn on every row and aisle visible to the viewer of the stadium 

layer. The lines are meant to represent how people travel within the stadium and during an 

evacuation: they stand up from their seats, walk down the row to the aisle, from the aisle to the 

interior corridor (the next layer), and from the interior corridor to an exit. This layer will be 

referred to as the “row layer”. 

Following the row layer, a layer of lines representing the interior corridors of the stadium 

were drawn. These lines were drawn from the entrances to the interior part of the stadium, all the 

way through the stadium, leading to the exits. This layer was drawn over the rows layer and will 

be referred to as the “corridor layer”. The corridor layer shown in Figure 3.3 has been simplified 

for security purposes. 
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Figure 3.3 Bryant-Denny Stadium Row and Corridor Layers 
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Both the row and corridor layer had the distance of each line computed by the Calculate 

Geometry tool in their respective attribute tables. The two exceptions were the aisles and spiral 

walkways: the Calculate Geometry tool only measures the “ground distance”, and because the 

aisles and spiral walkways are not parallel to the satellite, the measurements would be inaccurate. 

Therefore, field measurements were taken of the aisles and spiral walkways of the stadium and 

manually entered into the attribute table field labeled “Length”.  

Speed Calculation 

 Once the vector network layers were constructed, speeds for the evacuees were calculated 

and entered into the attribute table field as “Speed”; travel times (“Speed”/ “Length” / 60) were 

entered in the attribute field as “Minutes”. Estimating the speeds for evacuees is the most 

important, and perhaps most difficult part of any evacuation model. There are nearly an infinite 

variety of factors than can influence the walking speed of an evacuee. Some of the most 

significant variables are: physical characteristics of the evacuee, crowd density (as crowd density 

increases, speed decreases), elevation changes, and surface changes. Agent based models use a 

series of complex algorithms based on observational studies of walking speeds in various crowd 

densities to predict evacuee walking speed throughout a simulation. Since this is a flow based 

model, walking speeds will be measured as an “aggregate” of all spectators as they move from 

their seats to the exit. The ZKEM used the benchmark speed of 1.5 m/s (the “unobstructed 

walking speed”) for evacuees throughout the simulation (Zale and Kar 2012). However, that 

speed does not take into account the factors listed above, and therefore, a new method of 

estimating evacuee speed was developed. 
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 The University of Alabama Police Department has installed dozens of 5.0 megapixel 

color security cameras throughout the interior and exterior of Bryant-Denny Stadium. These 

cameras record the movement of fans moving throughout the stadium during football games. 

These cameras can view the seats, rows, aisles, interior corridors, and exits of the stadium. They 

also have sufficient resolution to identify individuals as they move throughout the stadium. Since 

this model attempts to predict evacuation times of spectators as they simultaneously leave a sold-

out football game, the use of this camera footage showing fans leaving a sold-out UA home 

game would serve well as a means to predict evacuee speed. This method of using footage has 

never been used for any evacuation model (though it has been used for validation), so a new 

protocol was needed in order to properly extract speeds from this footage. 

 First, footage from a game where the highest number of fans left immediately following 

the end of a game was needed. Based on a review of footage from every UA home football game 

during the 2014 season, the sold-out Alabama-Mississippi State game, played on November 15
th

, 

2014, appeared to have the most fans leave immediately following the game. This was most 

likely due to the fact that Mississippi State, ranked #1 in the country at the time, kept the score 

very close right to the end of the game. This encouraged fans of both the home and visitor team 

to stay until the very end of the game. Once the game was over, and after “Rammer Jammer” 

was played by the Alabama Million Dollar Band, nearly every fan left the stadium immediately 

and simultaneously. Given this simultaneous exit of almost every fan, the routes, density, and 

speeds of fans leaving the stadium after this game can be assumed to be reasonably similar to 

those of fans evacuating the stadium. Possible limitations and issues with this assumption will be 

discussed later, but for now, the model will operate under that assumption. 
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 Once the footage was obtained by the UAPD, the next step was to see where the speeds 

of exiting fans were most likely not different than 1.5 m/s, the “unobstructed walking speed”. 

These would be areas of the stadium were few fans would walk, and the resultant densities 

would be low. People travelling in these parts of the stadium could move freely without any 

significant impact of increased density on their speeds. Therefore, a speed of 1.5 m/s would not 

be unreasonable for these walkways. For these areas, a value of 1.5 m/s was entered in the 

attribute field labeled “speed” for the corresponding lines.  

 The next step was to view footage of areas of the stadium where the increased crowd 

density clearly played a significant role in evacuee speed. Almost all of the seats, rows, aisles, 

and many of the interior corridors fell into this category. Since the crowd moved largely as a 

single flow, the goal was to estimate the speed of this flow as it passed from the seats to the 

aisles, from the aisles to the interior corridors, and from the interior corridors to the exits. Since 

measuring the speed of every evacuee from every seat is practically impossible, certain speed 

generalizations were made based on the following methods of measurement: 

The Rows of the Lower Bowl 

 Film footage following the conclusion of the game was examined to see exactly when the 

overwhelming majority of spectators in this area began leaving their seats and heading towards 

the aisles. Though some spectators (about a 1000 Mississippi State fans, based on observation of 

the film footage) left slightly prior to the end of the game (around 6:10), most of the lower bowl 

of the stadium began to leave promptly at 6:14 pm. The time will be known as Exodus Time. 

Film footage of the lower bowl was cued up to 6:14 and played. A thorough examination of the 

footage showed that by 6:16, or 2 minutes after Exodus, approximately 75% of fans were able to 
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leave the rows and enter the aisles. Those fans that remained in their seats were engaging in non-

evacuee activity, such as talking with friends, taking pictures, or other fan-like behavior. It was 

apparent from watching the film footage that by 2 minutes after Exodus, any fan could have 

moved from their seat to the aisle, if they had not already. This observation applied to the entire 

lower bowl of the stadium. With this information, the following formula was used to calculate 

evacuee speed from the seat to the aisle: 

Speed = (Row length of a section / 2) / 120 seconds 

 The unit of measure for speed was meters per second. The row length was halved, in 

keeping with the “worst case scenario” outlook of this model; this represents the speed of a 

spectator sitting equidistant from an aisle. Naturally, spectators who sit closer to the aisle may be 

able travel faster, but this formula reduces the probability of underestimating the ETE. This 

speed formula was also entered for the end zone portions of the lower bowl, as there is not a 

significant difference in section layout, and the film footage did not reveal any noticeable 

difference in crowd movement for these sections. For rows that had access to only one aisle, the 

following formula was used: 

 Speed = (Row length of a section) / 120 seconds 

 There are two exceptions to these speed formulas: fans within approximately 5 rows of 

any entrance to the interior corridors were able to travel significantly faster than those further 

away from the entrance. This is logical, as those closer to the entrances will encounter fewer 

evacuees, resulting in lower densities, and therefore, faster times. Though the speeds of these 

spectators are not uniform, a review of the footage shows that 1 minute after Exodus, fans sitting 

in this area are able to enter the aisle and head towards the interior corridor, if not enter it. These 
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areas appear as distinct pockets of empty benches on the footage and fans can clearly be seen 

leaving. This means that fans sitting nearest to the exit are able to travel, at minimum, twice as 

fast as those sitting further away from the entrance. Therefore, as per the “worst case scenario” 

outlook for this model, for fans sitting in the lower bowl within 5 rows of an entrance to an 

interior corridor, their speed formula was: 

Speed = (Row length of a section / 2) / 60 seconds 

The second exception is for fans sitting within approximately 10 rows the top of the 

lower bowl. These fans traveled significantly slower than those closer the entrance to an interior 

corridor. This is also logical, as those farther from the entrances will encounter more evacuees, 

resulting in higher densities, and therefore, slower times. Though the speeds of these spectators 

are not uniform, a review of the footage shows that 3 minutes after Exodus, fans sitting in this 

area are able to enter the aisle and head towards the interior corridor, if not enter it. These areas 

are the last to leave the seating rows. This means that fans sitting nearest to the exit are able to 

travel, at minimum, 3 times slower as those sitting closest to the entrance. Therefore, as per the 

“worst case scenario” outlook for this model, for fans sitting in the lower bowl within 10 rows of 

the top of the lower bowl, their speed formula was: 

Speed = (Row length of a section / 2) / 180 seconds 

The Rows of the Upper Bowl 

 Since the entrances to the interior corridors to Bryant-Denny are uniform in length and 

width, the stadium has a fairly uniform speed of spectators leaving their seats. After examining 

the film footage of those seated in the sideline upper bowl, the same procedure of assigning 

speeds to the lower bowl will apply to the upper bowl, with exception that no rows will be 
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assigned the “3 minute formula” like the last 10 rows of the lower bowl; a review of the film 

footage did not justify the use of this formula. Unfortunately, footage of end zone upper bowl 

stands is not available, so the speeds of the sideline upper bowl stands will be assigned to the end 

zone upper bowl stands. The impact of this lack of footage will be discussed later in this report. 

The Stadium Aisles 

 The speed of spectators as they walk down the aisles towards an interior corridor entrance 

was measured when there was no longer any significant “cross traffic” from people entering the 

aisle from their row, thereby stopping the flow of traffic. The effect on spectator speed by this 

cross traffic was already computed into the row speed calculation. Therefore, film footage was 

examined when the aisle were filled with spectators leaving, but with no significant cross traffic 

influence. This combination of factors occurs at 6:18, or 4 minutes after Exodus. At this time, the 

aisles are filled with spectators, but the rows have already emptied out. Since the speeds of 

people in the aisles are approximately uniform, a single speed can be determined from this flow. 

The resultant speed is 0.30 m/s. 

Spiral Walkways 

 Bryant-Denny Stadium has 4 spiral walkways on each corner of the stadium. They carry 

spectators from the street level to the upper bowl of the stadium. They are uniform in width, but 

vary slightly in slope and overall length; the first two walkways built (the south and north west 

walkways, approximately 397 meters in length) had a slope that stadium personnel considered 

too steep. Elderly fans would occasionally faint during the long and steep walk to the top of the 

walkway. Therefore, the next two walkways that were built as part of the 2010 stadium 

expansion were approximately 81 meters longer, but were slightly more gentle in slope. 
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 Footage from a camera situated in the northwest spiral walkway was reviewed to 

determine spectator speed. The walkway achieved full density at 6:24, or 10 minutes after 

Exodus. Given that the flow of spectators did not have a predominately uniform speed, most 

likely due to the width of the walkway, a sample of 50 randomly chosen spectators’ speeds was 

taken to ensure a more accurate overall speed measurement. The mean result of that sample was 

a speed of 0.51 m/s, which was used for the model. The standard deviation for the sample was 

0.11 m/s. For computational simplicity, this speed was used for all 4 spiral walkways, as well as 

the “exterior” corridor on the sideline upper deck section that leads to the spiral walkways; film 

footage was not available for this part of the stadium. 

Interior Corridors 

 The interior corridors, given their diversity of length, width, and slope, cannot be viewed 

as a single, uniform entity. As a result, some parts of the interior corridors were easier to measure 

speed for than others. For example, spectators who left the stadium through the field level exits 

located at each corner of the field were able to walk in low densities (about 1 to 2 people per 

square meter), and therefore, could move “freely” at 1.5 m/s. This high speed was most likely 

due to the overall low numbers of spectators who leave from these exits. Spectators who walked 

through the other field and stadium seat level entrances to the stadium exits (both upper and 

lower bowl) moved at the same speed as those in the aisles did, given that the width of those 

entrances are the same as the aisles (approximately 2 people could walk shoulder-to-shoulder 

though the entrance to the interior corridor, which is the same width as the stadium aisles). 

Therefore, these people moved at approximately 0.30 m/s. For those spectators who moved into 

the interior of the stadium from the lower bowl stadium interior corridor entrances, though the 

ramps leading to the street side exit gates are about one half of the width of the spiral ramps, the 
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speeds of the spectators is about the same, or approximately 0.60 m/s; even though the ramps are 

about half as wide as the spiral walkways, they endured significantly fewer spectators, resulting 

in similar densities, and therefore, similar speeds.  

Network Creation 

 Once the rows and interior corridors were drawn, the lengths of each line entered in the 

“Length” attribute field, the speeds of the evacuees entered in the “Speed” attribute field, and 

travel time for each segment entered in the “Minutes” field, the network was ready for 

construction. Each layer was independently planarized using the Advanced Editing tool in 

ArcMap; this was necessary because the layers overlapped each other, so if the layers were 

planarized simultaneously, evacuees would be able move through the network in ways that are 

physically impossible (i.e. spectators moving directly from the upper bowl to the interior 

corridors in the lower bowl). Once the layers were planarized, Network Datasets of the two 

layers were built in ArcCatalog, and then imported back into ArcMap.  

Determining the ETE 

 Once the stadium network was imported into ArcMap, the full power of ArcMap’s 

network analyses could be performed. With regards to determining the ETE of the stadium, it is 

logical to state that the ETE of the last evacuee to leave the stadium is equivalent to the ETE of 

the entire stadium. In actuality, it is practically impossible to determine who will literally be the 

last person to leave. However, it is possible to predict which seat will have the longest travel 

time to the nearest exit. The location of that seat was determined based on a review of the 

network and a travel time was computed from the seat to the nearest exit. The New Route tool in 

Network Analyst extension was used to compute this travel time. The origin point was placed 
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over that seat, and the destination point was placed over the entrance the nearest interior corridor. 

The function was then executed, the travel time recorded, and the process was repeated, only this 

time, the origin point was placed on the entrance to that interior corridor, and the destination 

point was placed over the end of the nearest exit to the stadium. The two times were then 

summed and the result recorded. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 Objective 1: Compute the total evacuation time of the stadium starting when the 

evacuation order is issued and ending when the last evacuee exits the stadium 

After summing the two route times, the total ETE of Bryant-Denny Stadium is 23.54 

minutes; approximately 24 minutes after the evacuation order is given, the entire stadium should 

be completed evacuated. The origin point for the ETE calculation is Seat 15, Row 30, Block JJ, 

Section U4 (see Figures 3.2 and 4.1). Logically, the longest ETEs were found in the top rows of 

the upper bowl, both on the sideline and end zone sections. ETEs in those areas ranged from 14-

24 minutes. The shortest ETEs were found in the lower bowl, in the rows closest to the field and 

the exits at the corners of the field. Rows and seats nearest to the stadium exits and entrances to 

the interior corridors enjoyed faster ETEs throughout the lower bowl. ETEs ranged from less 

than 1 minute to just over 7 minutes for any seat in the lower bowl, with the slowest routes 

originating from seats farthest away from the field. The shortest time for any single seat in 

Bryant-Denny Stadium was 36 seconds from Seat 1, Row 1, Block N-6 (see Figure 3.2). 

Table 4.1 Evacuation Time Estimates (ETEs) for Bryant-Denny Stadium 

 

ETE Categories ETEs (Minutes) 

Longest Route (Total Stadium ETE) 23.54 

Shortest Route 0.6 

Upper Bowl 13.8 - 23.54 

Lower Bowl 0.60 – 7.05 
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Figure 4.1 ETE Route for Bryant-Denny Stadium. “1” is the origin point for each route. 
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Objectives 2 and 3: Identify the quickest evacuation route of every evacuee from their 

seat to the nearest stadium exit AND compute the evacuation time of any evacuee from any seat 

within the stadium 

The use of the New Route function of the Network Analyst extension will ensure that the 

quickest evacuation route of every evacuee can be determined. The operation is simple: all a user 

must do to determine the fastest route from a specific seat to the nearest stadium exit is assign the 

origin point to a specific seat, assign the nearest interior corridor entrance as the destination, 

execute the route with Network Analyst extension, and then record the travel time produced. 

Then, the user will perform the same task, only this time, assigning the interior corridor entrance 

as the origin point, and the nearest stadium exit as the destination. The resultant travel time will 

be recorded and then added to the first time. The resultant sum is the total travel time from that 

specific seat to the nearest stadium exit. The route will also be displayed visually in ArcMap. 

This task can be performed for any seat in the stadium. An alternative operation would be to 

place points over every interior corridor entrance and stadium exit, and use the “Closest Facility” 

tool in Network Analyst to determine which entrance or stadium exit is closer to a particular seat. 
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Figure 4.2 Route (yellow) from a Selected Seat to Nearest Stadium Exit. “1” represents 

the origin and “2” represents the destination. Notice there are actually 2 routes: one from 

the seat to the interior corridor entrance, and another from that entrance to the stadium 

exit (top left). 

 

 

 Objective 4: Compute the distance that any evacuee could travel in any direction within a 

given time. 

 With the Service Area tool from the Network Analyst extension, it is possible to 

construct a polygon which shows the extent by which an evacuee could travel within a given 

time. An origin point is marked on a given spot within the network, a time entered in the 

“Analysis Settings” portion of the Properties tab of the new Service Area, and the Service Area 

is executed. The resultant polygon(s) shows the total area an evacuee could travel in the given 

time (or time range) within the network. 
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Figure 4.3 A Service Area (turquoise dot origin), with 1, 2, and 3 Minute Time Intervals (blue 

lines for the network). 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

 This section examines sources of error, applications, future work, and summarizes the 

research. 

Sources of Error 

Evacuee Speed 

 Given the sheer breadth of this project, there are many sources of error to discuss. First, 

the speeds of the evacuees were based off the speed of spectators leaving a football game under 

normal conditions. In the event of an actual terrorist attack, crowd response to panic, injury, 

chaos, potential structural damage, or other calamities would probably yield different speeds 

throughout the stadium. Such breakdowns in normal human behavior generally result in slower 

evacuation times (Chen 2008; Zale and Kar 2012; Chu and Law 2013). Of course, given the 

near-infinite number of potential ways that a terrorist attack may impact pedestrian speed, there 

is no effective way to accurately predict such speed for every conceivable event in a single 

model; this model serves as an effective “base-line” measurement of evacuee speed. Also, in 

comparison to the ZKEM, this model performed significantly better at predicting evacuee speed; 

using the ZKEM’s walking speed of 1.5 m/s, the total ETE of Bryant-Denny Stadium would be 

only 7.06 minutes, which is completely unrealistic. 
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 In addition, the speeds of evacuees were calculated as approximate aggregate speeds 

from people walking along the rows, aisles, and interior corridors. It was not practically possible 

to measure the speed of each one of the 101,821 spectators leaving Bryant-Denny Stadium, so 

averages from the rows, aisles, and interior corridors were used. Naturally, the speed of an 

individual could vary from the overall average, so this could be a source of error, as well. Of 

course, this “aggregate” problem is common to all flow based models; the tradeoff of this source 

of error is increased computational simplicity, ease of use, and cost reduction. 

 Lastly, without footage from the upper bowl end zone section, there is no way to verify 

the speeds of evacuees leaving those stands. However, the width of the aisles and interior 

corridor entrances is the same as the lower bowl. The width of the sections themselves is similar 

to that of the lower bowl. Since the dimensions of the sections largely control crowd speed, it is 

unlikely that there would be a significant difference in the speed of evacuees in the rows or aisles 

of the upper bowl end zone sections. 

Audience Layers 

 The rows, aisles, and interior corridors that compromise this model were drawn from a 

satellite image of Bryant-Denny Stadium. Due to the configuration of the stadium, some sections 

were not visible on the satellite image. Approximately 6 rows of the western sideline lower bowl, 

the skyboxes, and about a dozen rows of reserved seating in front of the skyboxes and eastern 

upper bowl were not visible on the image. It is possible to include these areas of the stadium in 

the model, but it would have been difficult to draw them without being able to trace directly over 

the corresponding satellite image. Furthermore, the end user of this particular model, the Office 

of Emergency Preparedness at The University of Alabama, stated that it was not necessary to 
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model these areas. Therefore, these areas were not modeled. Though including these areas in the 

model is difficult, it is by no means impossible, and should an end-user request these areas be 

included in the model, they could be; blueprints or schematics of the those areas could be traced 

over in ArcMap, much like the satellite image. Approximately 13,000 fans are seated in these 

areas, or about 12% of the total number of fans at Bryant-Denny Stadium. 

Routing 

 Given the myriad of possible crowd responses to a terrorist attack, it is possible that 

evacuees may take alternative routes and act in a way that violates the rules of the network (such 

as avoiding aisles and walking vertically down the rows towards the field). However, since there 

is no way to adequately predict if and where evacuees might move in a way that violates the 

rules of the network, this model assumes that evacuees will travel in the most logical manner: 

from row to aisle, aisle to corridor, corridor to exit. 

Evacuee Location and Number 

 The model assumes that all evacuees will be seated when the order is given to evacuate. 

Furthermore, the model assumes that the stadium will be at full capacity: 101,821 people. 

Naturally, the first assumption will almost certainly not be the case, but it is reasonable to 

assume that the overwhelming majority of evacuees will be in their seats when the order is given 

to evacuate. The second assumption, however, is much more likely to be true; almost every 

Alabama home game sells out. 

 There are potential problems with the “worst case scenario” with regards to future 

applications. Often, stadiums and other venues host events that do not result in a sold out crowd. 

At some events, such as graduations, concerts, and conventions, the total crowd will be only a 
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fraction of the venue’s capacity. Therefore, using the adjusted speeds from this model would be 

inappropriate. However, with fewer people comes a lower density, resulting in faster speeds, if 

not “free movement”. Therefore, in many cases, a speed of 1.5 m/s could be used throughout a 

simulation of an aforementioned event. A thorough examination of where spectators will be 

located prior to an attack will be necessary, however. Using Bryant-Denny Stadium as an 

example, if the stadium was half filled with spectators, but they were evenly distributed 

throughout the entire stadium, speeds would greatly increase as the resultant density would be 

halved. However, if all of those spectators were to fill the entire lower bowl (which holds 

approximately 50,000 fans), then their ETE would be almost identical to lower bowl evacuees 

leaving a sold out stadium. The reason is simple: upper bowl evacuees do not impact the speeds 

of lower bowl evacuees because they exit at different parts of the stadium. Their paths never 

cross. Since neither group impacts the other, the ETE for lower bowl fans would be the same, as 

long as the lower bowl were fully occupied. Naturally, EMPs will want to examine their 

respective stadium’s layout to determine how a reduced crowd may impact the ETE. 

Model Validation 

 Authentically validating this model presents a host of feasibility challenges. First and 

foremost, in order to unequivocally determine if this model accurately predicts ETEs for Bryant-

Denny Stadium, an actual man-made hazard would have to occur in order to cause an 

evacuation, an evacuation in which evacuees act in the manner described in the model’s 

assumptions. Obviously, such a scenario would be unethical and impossible to perform. The next 

most effective means of determining the model’s validity would be to stage a practice 

evacuation. This too would be impractical, as organizing 101,821 people for a simulated 

evacuation would be unrealistic. This is the first computer evacuation simulation performed on 
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Bryant-Denny Stadium, so there are no other simulations to which the results can be compared. 

Zale and Kar attempted to validate their model by comparing the computed ETE of M.M. 

Roberts Stadium to that of an agent-based simulation of an evacuation of Franklin Field at The 

University of Pennsylvania (Zale and Kar 2012). The problem with comparing ETEs of non-

identical stadiums is that they often differ greatly in layout, size, and exit capacity. Naturally, 

these difference have a significant impact on ETE, therefore, any comparison made between the 

ETEs of differing stadiums is invalid. 

It has been suggested that by following individual spectators on the film footage from 

their seat to the exit, and recording their travel time, one could ascertain an appropriate means of 

validating the model. However, in order to have a statistically significant validation (with a 

confidence level of 95%), a sample of 383 randomly selected spectators would need to be taken. 

Furthermore, in order to assess the validity of every component of the model, each one of these 

randomly sampled spectators would need to travel in rows, aisles, interior corridors, and ramps; 

otherwise, certain parts of the model (such as interior corridor speed) could not be verified as 

accurate. To manually perform this operation would take hundreds of man hours. Facial 

recognition and tracking software does exist and could aid in this method of validation; however, 

few, if any, college or even professional sport team stadiums have access to these systems. 

Therefore, such a validation method is largely impractical, though with sufficient manpower and 

dedication to resources, could be possible. 

 There is, however, one measure by which one can attempt to viably ascertain the validity 

of this model: the film footage was viewed from Exodus time to when the last few spectators left 

the stadium. The time elapsed was 31 minutes after Exodus. This fits well with the model’s total 

ETE as there would naturally be some fans that stayed in the stadium later than most, taking 
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pictures, talking with friends, and generally behaving in a non-evacuee manner. The evacuation 

ETE should be shorter than the stadium’s “natural leave time” following a football game, as 

evacuees would eschew activities that would impede their speeds, and would attempt to exit as 

quickly as possible. This comparison of the two leave times supports the conclusion that the total 

ETE computed by the model is, at minimum, a reasonable estimate of the evacuation time.    

Applications 

 This model provides several tools for EMPs to prepare a customized response for man-

made hazards. One example of this customizability is that the calculated ETE can be adjusted by 

artificially changing evacuee speed to predict crowd response to certain hazards. For example, if 

an EMP wanted to simulate crowd response to a bombing that destroyed a spiral ramp, the 

speeds of the rows, aisles, and interior corridors nearest to the explosion could be decreased 

significantly to help better predict the ETE of that event. Furthermore, a map showing affected 

rows could be displayed and use for planning purposes by EMPs (Figure 5.1). Another example 

would be exact evacuation route planning for VIP spectators; this is especially pertinent for 

Bryant-Denny Stadium, which entertains visitors ranging from local celebrities to Presidents of 

the United States. In addition, this model could be used by the public at-large; it is not 

inconceivable that a cell-phone application could be developed using the data from this model 

where spectators could enter their seat number, and a 3-D route showing the fastest path out of 

the stadium would display on the screen; dissemination of this vital information could speed up 

evacuation times, thereby reducing panic and saving lives. 

 The most important feature of this model, however, is its applicability to any stadium 

around the world. There is nothing in this model that is unique only to Bryant-Denny Stadium. 
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As long as film footage can be obtained, either from security cameras or cameras installed by 

researchers, any stadium can be modeled in this manner. For areas that are enclosed (such as 

domes and arenas), tracing with the satellite image may be impossible, but overlaying and 

tracing a seating chart or blueprint should yield similar results. There are only two steps 

necessary to construct this model: 1) the creation of a vector network wherein evacuees could 

realistically travel and 2) realistic estimates for evacuee speed throughout the network. This 

versatility makes this model an ideal method of evacuation planning for stadiums, arenas, and 

venues worldwide. As Zale and Kar wrote:  

“The methods can be applied to venues at other locations, such as arenas, amusement 

parks, shopping malls (especially during holiday seasons), concert halls, convention centers, 

parades, rallies, and any other instances where large groups of people gather at a specific 

location and time for a specific event. Customized evacuation models could be created for each 

venue.” (Zale and Kar 2012). 
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Figure 5.1. Rows Affected by the Loss of the Southeast Spiral Ramp. 
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Future Research 

 The chief problem with forming a realistic and accurate flow based evacuation model is 

predicting evacuee speed. Such predictions can have significant errors because there is simply 

(and fortunately) little data on exactly how crowds react to various terrorist attacks inside of a 

major stadium. If, however, the unthinkable were to happen, footage from an attack within a 

stadium would prove invaluable to researchers; model speeds could be adjusted to better reflect 

the reality of crowd movements during a man-made hazard. Furthermore, there is significant 

research on crowd movements during various other types of emergencies in a variety of venues 

(Dynes and Turney 1994; Helbing et al. 2002; Pan 2007; Schadschneider et al. 2009; Zheng 

2009). Crowd response to fire, for example, has been thoroughly researched (Thompson 1995a; 

Thompson 1995b; Georgoudas et al. 2007; Shendarkar et al. 2008; Shi et al. 2009). The results of 

these studies could prove helpful in accurately adjusting the model to better predict crowd 

movement for a given event (such as a fire bombing).  

The impact of crossflows from incoming emergency personnel could be researched 

further, as well. It is practically certain that paramedics, police, and firefighters would enter the 

stadium as evacuees leave the stadium following an attack. The insertion of these emergency 

responders could play a significant role on ETE, as ambulances and police cruisers might block 

exits inadvertently. Site specific research is crucial to understanding, and hopefully avoiding, this 

potential phenomenon. 

Lastly, this study did not examine the possibility that a delayed or “staged” evacuation 

may be faster than a simultaneous evacuation. There is some research to suggest that allowing 

certain groups of evacuees to leave first may actually decrease the ETE (Cova and Johnson 2003; 
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Chen 2008). This theory, however, has only been modeled with vehicles leaving a city, not for 

pedestrians in a major sport stadium. It would be interesting to see if there might be a practical 

way to reduce the ETE of a stadium evacuation by executing a staged evacuation. 

Research Summary 

 This project calculated the total evacuation time for Bryant-Denny Stadium via a flow 

and vector-based GIS model. This model used the previously untapped resource of security 

camera footage of spectators leaving a football game to estimate evacuee speed throughout the 

stadium. This model also allowed EMPs to identify the quickest evacuation route of every 

evacuee from their seat to the nearest stadium exit, compute the evacuation time of any evacuee 

from any seat within the stadium, and compute the distance that any evacuee could travel in any 

direction within a given time. As a result, this model improved upon the works of other model 

builders, such as Zale and Kar, by eliminating much of the error present in other models, while 

also adding complimentary tools for EMPs. There were some significant sources of error present 

in this model’s methodology, but future research into crowd flow response to an emergency will 

aid in reducing such error. 

 Since 1972, terrorism has been a present and significant threat for sporting venues 

worldwide. Of the “best practices” identified by federal, state, and private organizations, venue-

specific evacuation planning and modeling is frequently considered the most important 

preparation tool for EMPs. In response, this model will increase the preparedness level for EMPs 

with regards to sport stadium evacuation planning. This research should result in key policy 

changes for EMPs worldwide. 
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